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mx history the yz400 two stroke dirt bike magazine May 26 2024 the yz400 was redesigned with a short
stroke motor that wasn t as effective as the one it replaced this allowed european makers mostly maico
to get back in the game honda and kawasaki had nothing in the open class while yamaha and suzuki had
nothing for the coming of the maico 490
so where s the yz400 two stroke yamaha 2 stroke thumpertalk Apr 25 2024 with an industry first design
that s compact and lightweight under 50 pounds this 400 class 397cc two stroke single cylinder engine
with electronic fuel injection and 3 stage exhaust port modifier power valve system delivers impressive
throttle response and surprising engine performance
yamaha yz400 cyclechaos Mar 24 2024 a great leap forward in frame engine and suspension design the 1977
yz400 was only lacking in it s ability to track corners because of the round tubular swing arm that
caused too much flex the monoshock was now encased inside the monocoque frame that ran under the gas
tank
1979 yz400f cycle magazine review everything2stroke forum Feb 23 2024 1979 yz400f cycle magazine review
from the paulie b archives this is a scanned article from cycle magazine dated sept 1979 on the 79
yz400f at first i was gonna pm it to vintageyz400 but then i figured you guys would get a kick out of it
too
1978 yz400e 450 killer yamaha 2 stroke thumpertalk Jan 22 2024 i have a 250 of the same year that s
going to be turned into my everyday bike so i ve decided to build this bike into a modern 450 killer i
know it s never going to be as fast around a track the suspention frame and brakes will never let me do
that
1998 open class shootout 2 strokes vs the yz400f the wrap Dec 21 2023 spud walters and the yz400f de
winner yamaha yz400f even though the yzf outweighed the two strokes by 14 to 17 pounds it felt lighter
on the track surprisingly the heaviest bike in this comparison is the most fun on a motocross track and
it is by far the fastest through turns
gp s classic steel 113 1978 yz400e pulpmx Nov 20 2023 fed by a 38mm round slide mikuni carb and six
peddle reed valve the 78 yz400 produced one of the most exciting powerbands on the track acceleration
was explosive off the bottom with a burly midrange and hard hit
classic bike review 1998 yamaha yz400f moto related Oct 19 2023 i loved my 98 yz400 it had a 420 kit in
it and it was so much easier to ride than a 250 two stroke that it was like when parabolic skis first
hit the market horrible bike to start sometimes though
yz for sale yamaha dirt bike motorcycles cycle trader Sep 18 2023 browse our extensive inventory of new
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and used yamaha yz dirt bike from local yamaha dealers and private sellers compare prices models trims
options and specifications between different yamaha dirt bikes on cycle trader close
1979 yamaha yz400 these were a classic 2 strokes Aug 17 2023 1979 yamaha yz400 these were a vicious bike
i remember ever ridden one for sale on ebay ebay to 3rbcnlp
yamaha yz400f cycle world march 1998 Jul 16 2023 all this is crammed into a motor that is remarkably
close in size to the two stroke yz250 the aftermarket will pull out plenty of hair looking for ways to
improve this thumper
the game changer yamaha yz400f australasian dirt bike magazine Jun 15 2023 with the success of the
yzm400f project leader yoshiharu nakayama decided that 4 stroke models would be added to the existing 2
stroke lineup to minimize the height of the cylinder head as much as possible the dohc engine adopted a
5 valve format and the bore stroke of the yz400f was made 92 mm 60 1 mm as opposed to the yzm400f s 95
yz400 compared to a 2 stroke 250 thumpertalk May 14 2023 if you re riding outdoor mx desert and trails
then the yz400 out shines a 2 stroke 250 with it s power not having to do top ends all the time is nice
as well the 426 has a little more power across the board with a more aggressive hit
yamaha yz400 motorcycles for sale smartcycleguide com Apr 13 2023 1977 yamaha yz400 two stroke needs
very little work needs an air filter the clutch is stuck but it does that every year it unsticks once
you ride it includes extras
yamaha dirt bikes for 1978 cycle world january 1978 Mar 12 2023 last largest but definitely not least is
the new yz400 which shares the same race bred improvements as its smaller counterparts longer forks and
an aluminum swing arm are incorporated as is
new guy with an old 79 yz400f yamaha 2 stroke thumpertalk Feb 11 2023 yamaha 2 stroke new guy with an
old 79 yz400f wagoneerguy posted september 4 2015 hi there bit of background for you all i am new to
working riding with dirt bikes spent a lot of time turning wrenches on cars so i am comfortable taking
something apart and putting it back together
yz for sale yamaha motorcycles cycle trader Jan 10 2023 browse our extensive inventory of new and used
yamaha yz motorcycles from local yamaha dealers and private sellers compare prices models trims options
and specifications between different yamaha motorcycles on cycle trader close
yz400 blaster need some help yamaha 2 stroke thumpertalk Dec 09 2022 i don t have a diagram for you but
the 1979 yz400 was about as simple an engine and ignition that you could have i don t know what all
would have to be done to adapt the cdi and other ignition pieces from a 99 four stroke to work on that
1979 yamaha yz400 yz400f 2 stroke tool kits mikesxs net Nov 08 2022 mikes xs is the leading destination
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for yamaha yz400 tool kits with a large inventory of vintage motorcycle parts and same day shipping in
the continental us we can assure that all your yamaha yz400 motorcycle needs will be met here
what fits a 79 yz400 motor vintage dirt bikes thumpertalk Oct 07 2022 i ve had a very brief look through
the wiseco snowmobile catalogue for two stroke pistons in the right diameter there are a few but sleds
seem to use huge top end pins compared to mx stuff years ago i trimmed down a yz490 rod for use in a
long rod yz250 when that mod was fashionable
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